
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a design operations. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for design operations

Lead a team of process engineers to re-imagine our small business operations
and processes that support digital products
Executes effort to redesign data workflows and processes ensuring they are
transparent, simplified, automated and well-controlled to improve efficiency
and mitigate risk
Manage and submit expenses for VP, follow up with design team for timely
submission of expenses and pass all final costs to VP Design Operations
Support and implementation of corporate projects and initiatives that may
affect a line of business or the enterprise as a whole
Support staff in rendering/presentation drawings if the candidate is familiar
with Photoshop and/or Sketch Up
Make all necessary arrangements, including sending invitations, booking
rooms, arranging catering, or making reservations as needed
Own development, maintenance, and continuous improvement of CEMP’s
real-time weighting schema
Develop and deploy strategy to educate CEMP business partners on
analytical best practices (e.g., application of weights, NPS MOE calculations,
significance testing, CEMP web-based training)
Research and leverage new analytical tools and big data environments (e.g.,
text analytics, python, Hadoop, AWS, etc)
Act as CEMP’s “data steward,” owning data access, quality, and compliance
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Ability to work under pressure and strict timelines along with managing
multiple tasks simultaneously is critical
Thorough knowledge of PC or MAC
Ability to lift and carry samples bags/boxes up to 30 pounds
Must be enrolled as an arising junior college student working toward a
degree in Architecture, Engineering, Construction Management, or other
related coursework
Must be able to identify and distinguish between various architectural and
engineering drawings and prints
Advanced skills in Auto CAD, MS Word and Excel


